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INTRODUCTION

Goal-directed behavior is an aspect of executive control that requires both the ability to maintain focus on a single goal and to switch attention among alternative goals. The task-switching paradigm experimentally manipulates the strategic and automatic processes that affect advance preparation for, and implementation of, a switch or repeat in task. Strategic processes include proactive and reactive task adjustments (e.g., Rogers and Monsell, 1995), whereas automatic processes include associative task cue and target priming (e.g., Wylie and Allport, 2000). The cued-trials paradigm can temporally dissociate the relative contributions of preparatory and target-driven processes on task-switching performance by providing control over the onset and duration of the preparation interval (Figure 1). In the present paper, we are particularly interested in the processes that occur during this preparation interval, and hence, we focus largely on studies using this paradigm1. Although we will refer to relevant behavioral findings, a comprehensive review of behavioral studies is both outside the scope of this paper and the focus of an independent parallel paper by Kiesel et al. (in press). As conventional behavioral measures, like mean response times (RT) and error rates, represent the endpoint of decision making, they do not offer a direct insight about the temporal evolution of the processes leading up to the decision. This limitation is particularly pertinent with respect to processes contributing to advance preparation, as these processes are more removed from the final response. Yet, it is precisely the ability to tap into advance preparation processes that has made the task-switching paradigm particularly attractive as a measure of goal-directed behavior. The concept of preparation incorporates advance selection, activation, and maintenance of task-relevant perceptual and motor representations and control of interference from task-irrelevant representations (Jennings and van der Molen, 2005).

Recent research has taken advantage of the temporal and spatial resolution of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify the time course and neural circuitry of preparatory processes required to switch between different tasks. Here we overview some key findings contributing to understanding strategic processes in advance preparation. Findings from these methodologies are compatible with advance preparation conceptualized as a set of processes activated for both switch and repeat trials, but with substantial variability as a function of individual differences and task requirements. We then highlight new approaches that attempt to capitalize on this variability to link behavior and brain activation patterns. One approach examines correlations among behavioral, ERP and fMRI measures. A second “model-based” approach accounts for differences in preparatory processes by estimating quantitative model parameters that reflect latent psychological processes. We argue that integration of behavioral and neuroscientific methodologies is key to understanding the complex nature of advance preparation in task-switching.
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1In choosing to focus on studies using the cued-trials paradigm, we are not implying that other paradigms are less informative for studying task-switching. However, we argue that with many other paradigms (e.g., alternating runs, pair-wise task-switching, variants of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test) it is harder to differentiate processes associated with advance preparation from other processes (e.g., evaluation of the response to the previous trial, interpretation of feedback information and updating of context based on response and feedback) and to precisely time-lock ERP averaging to the onset of any preparation processes.

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; BOLD, blood-oxygen-level-dependent; CTI, cue–target interval; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ERP, event-related brain potentials; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PPC, frontopolar cortex; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PM, premotor cortex; PPC, posterior parietal cortex; PresMA, pre-supplementary motor areas; RT, response times; SMA, supplementary motor areas; STN, subthalamic nucleus; VLPCFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
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Given the inherent limits of performance data, many task-switching studies have applied neuroscientific research methodologies to provide a window into the processes contributing to the overt behavioral outcome (see also Kiesel et al., in press). The excellent temporal resolution of event-related brain potentials (ERP; Rugg and Coles, 1995) can differentiate between activity that is time-locked to cue onset vs. target onset, thereby offering a direct measure of preparatory and target-driven processes, respectively. The excellent spatial resolution of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI; Logothetis, 2002) can identify neural circuits involved in preparing and implementing a switch and repeat trial. In this focused review, we first present a selective overview of some key findings that highlight the contributions that ERP and fMRI methodologies have made to our understanding of the nature of strategic processes in advance preparation, and how specific areas within the fronto-parietal network may underpin these processes. ERP and fMRI methodologies have different strengths with regard to answering questions about when preparatory processes occur and where they take place in the human brain, respectively. Therefore, for each methodology we focus on three different questions that it is particularly suited to address. We argue that despite the wealth of information provided by ERP and fMRI research, meaningful insights into how advance preparation in task-switching is accomplished requires reconciliation of behavioral and multiple neuroscientific approaches (see also Hommel and Colzato, 2010). In the second part of this focused review, we discuss some recent approaches to this reconciliation. One approach involves mapping individual variability in performance onto variability in temporally distinct ERP components and the strength of BOLD fMRI signals. A second approach involves mapping neuroscientific measures to the latent parameters of quantitative evidence accumulation decision-process models of behavior. These recent approaches offer insights into the role of strategic processes in advance preparation in task-switching that are not available from any individual methodology alone.

**ERP INDICES OF ADVANCE PREPARATION PROCESSES**

Cue-locked ERP waveforms for task repeat and task-switch trials show a similar overall morphology, but are differentially modulated by task parameters including: the amount of information provided by the cue, the overlap between stimulus- or response-sets for the different tasks, and trial context effects. Typically, switch trials show a larger cue-locked posterior positivity than repeat trials, which we refer to as the differential switch positivity and modulation of a fronto-central pre-target negativity. The larger centro-parietal positivity for switch as compared to repeat trials has been very consistently reported but inconsistently labeled in the task-switching literature. We use the term “cue-locked positivity” to refer to the P3b-like component seen in cue-locked waveforms for both switch and repeat trials and the term “differential switch positivity” to refer to the relative increase in this positivity for cue-locked switch trials. The morphology of the fronto-centrally maximal negativity differs across studies, possibly reflecting differences arising from the use of a different recording reference. For the purposes of this review, we primarily focus on the slow frontal negativity seen mainly with a common average reference, unless specified otherwise. Here we focus on three questions that illustrate how cue-locked ERPs have contributed to defining the nature of strategic processes in advance preparation.

Do cued-trials paradigms measure cue-repetition benefit or task-switch cost? Or, in other words, do behavioral differences between switch and repeat trials arise simply because the 1:1

---

2Note that several recent studies have applied other neuroscience methodologies, including transcranial magnetic stimulation (Rushworth et al., 2002) and patient lesions (Rushworth et al., 2003). We have chosen to focus on ERP and fMRI methodologies that have been more widely used in this field.
mapping between cue and task produces a confound between cue change and task change (e.g., Logan and Bundesen, 2003)? ERP studies comparing 1:1 and 2:1 cue-to-task mappings show that both cue change and task change affect preparatory processes in task-switching (Figure 1 caption). Switching between color and form cues that were mapped to the same task resulted in cue change effects on an early negativity, the N2 (e.g., Nicholson et al., 2006a), that were not seen when shifting between two letter cues (Jost et al., 2008). The cue-locked posterior positivity was affected by both cue change and task change (Perianez and Barcelo, 2009), but cue change had a smaller (Jost et al., 2008) and briefer (Nicholson et al., 2006a) effect. So, more automatic processes associated with a change in cue feature affected early cue-locked ERP that are linked to stimulus feature processing. More strategic processes associated with cue-task remapping and task-set activation affected later components. Hence, ERP effects during the preparation interval provide strong evidence that with 1:1 mapping, both cue-repetition benefit and preparation to switch task may affect performance outcome, supporting the use of 2:1 cue-task mappings in cued-trials paradigms when the focus is on strategic preparatory processes.

Does advance preparation act on stimulus-sets, response-sets or both? ERP studies show distinct timelines and scalp distributions of cue-locked components depending on whether advance preparation involves remapping of stimulus-set and/or response-set. In task-switching paradigms, targets can be univalent (i.e., include exemplars from only one stimulus-set, such as A# for letter task) or bivalent (i.e., include stimuli mapped to both tasks, such as A4 for letter task). Response-sets can also be bivalent (i.e., include overlapping mappings between stimuli and responses as shown above in Figure 1) or univalent (i.e., include either a single response choice for both tasks (e.g., same vs. different) or distinct stimulus–response (S–R) mapping for each task (e.g., index and middle fingers of left hand = letter task, index and middle fingers of right hand = number task).

Using a brief cue–target interval (CTI) and task cues that persisted after target onset, Poulsen et al. (2005) found no difference in switch positivity between univalent and bivalent stimulus-sets that were mapped to bivalent responses, indicating that the switch positivity is not affected by stimulus valence when there is little opportunity or need for advance preparation (see also Karayanidis et al., 2003). Kieffaber and Hetrick (2005) compared switching between tasks and modalities using two visual matching tasks mapped to the same bivalent target stimuli (e.g., object shape vs. size matching tasks) and a univalent auditory frequency discrimination task. The same univalent response-set was used for all three tasks (e.g., match vs. mismatch response). Spatiotemporal principal components analysis produced three components within the latency range of the switch positivity. Two components were differentially sensitive to the sensory features of the stimulus-sets (i.e., switching between the three stimulus types and switching between the two visual stimulus features, respectively), whereas the third reflected generic switching regardless of stimulus modality or visual feature. As the tasks involved identical responses, these effects could not be associated with response-set preparation. Thus, with brief cues and long preparation intervals, the switch positivity appears to be sensitive to stimulus-set manipulations. Miniussi et al. (2005) found that the scalp distribution of the switch positivity did not differ when switching between tasks that are processed in neurally distinct areas (verbal vs. spatial tasks) supporting the existence of a common task-independent source for the switch positivity. These studies indicate that the switch positivity consists of many underlying components, at least one of which reflects a common task-non-specific preparation process. Paradigms that manipulate cue informativeness also support the existence of multiple switch positivities associated with stimulus-set preparation (Nicholson et al., 2006b; Karayanidis et al., 2009; see Figure 5 for details of the paradigm). Cues indicating that the task will change, but not necessarily specifying which task it will change to, elicited an early switch positivity. Cues that also identified the task to be switched to, elicited an additional later switch positivity. Together, these findings indicate that the switch positivity is comprised of a number of underlying components that reflect different processes associated with stimulus-set preparation. However, the switch positivity does not merely represent a simple shift in attentional spotlight to the relevant target feature (e.g., number vs. letter), as it is also elicited in preparation for switching between distinct tasks defined on the same stimulus-set (e.g., parity and magnitude of a single digit, Nicholson et al., 2006b). Astle et al. (2008) varied S–R mappings for identical bivalent stimulus-sets (e.g., A, a, G, g) with either univalent or bivalent response-sets. A large switch positivity emerged for both univalent and bivalent S–R mappings, but was prolonged in the latter condition, indicating that the duration of the switch positivity was affected by the need to remap stimulus-set to response-set. Interestingly, unlike the frontal negativity discussed below, this prolonged switch positivity did not vary as a function of whether the task defined an overt or a covert (e.g., mental counting) response. These findings strongly suggest that the switch positivity consists of a number of subcomponents that are sensitive to shifting attention between different stimulus features, stimulus-sets and S–R mapping and is affected by the degree to which the upcoming target is prone to interference.

The late, slow frontal negativity in the cue-locked ERP appears to be sensitive to response-set preparation processes. Astle et al. (2008) found that the negativity was larger for switch than repeat trials when tasks required an overt response, but was absent when no overt response was required (e.g., in a mental counting task). This negativity has been shown to differ as a function of response valence. Mueller and colleagues found that the negativity was elicited exclusively by bivalent but not univalent response-sets (Mueller et al., 2007, 2009), whereas Astle et al. (2008) reported that it was larger for bivalent than univalent response-sets. So this negativity appears to be affected by the specific type of response category-effector mappings (e.g., a bivalent vs. univalent mapping: Mueller et al., 2007; Astle et al., 2008). The amplitude of this negativity is also affected by whether an overt response is required on the current trial and whether or not an overt response was made on the previous trial (Astle et al., 2006), consistent with the argument that response-sets are inhibited for no-go trials (Jamadar et al., 2010a). The evidence suggests that this late frontal negativity may be associated with preparatory remapping of effectors to response category. Together, these studies provide strong evidence that both stimulus-sets and response-sets, as well as the mapping between them, are prepared within the CTI and that these processes are mapped onto topographically and temporally distinct ERP components.
Does task repetition involve advance preparation and, if so, does it entail similar processes to task-switching? Some models of task-switching assume that the set of a completed task remains in a state of readiness (e.g., Rogers and Monsell, 1995) or dissipates only slowly over time (e.g., Wylie and Allport, 2000) so that, with typical CTIs, repeat trials provide a relatively inert baseline against which to assess switch preparation. Yet both behavioral and ERP studies that compare repeat trials in mixed-task blocks (i.e., typical cued-trials switching that involve mixture of switch and repeat trials) against all-repeat trials (i.e., trials in a single task or pure block) question this assumption. Although repeat and all-repeat trials differ only in context, repeat trials have a longer RT than all-repeat trials (i.e., a mixing cost). During the preparation interval, repeat trials show a small cue-locked positivity in the same time range as the differential switch positivity, whereas all-repeat trials show no cue-locked positivity (e.g., Goffaux et al., 2006; Ruge et al., 2006; Jost et al., 2008; Wylie et al., 2009). Non-informative cues, which indicate the timing of the upcoming target but do not carry information about task identity, also show no cue-locked positivity (e.g., Hsieh and Yu, 2003; Swaiston et al., 2006; Jamadar et al., 2010a). The differential posterior positivity for repeat cues, compared to all-repeat and non-informative cues, is consistent with some type of preparation occurring even for repeat trials in a mixed-task block. This may occur because, in mixed-task blocks, the repeat-task-set would have been recently suppressed and reactivated. Hence, repeat trials may require more attentional control than all-repeat trials in order to reduce interference from the irrelevant task-set, albeit less so than switch trials. In support, Wylie et al. (2009) found differences in both activation and topography among these three trial types. The topography of the cue-locked positivity differed between all-repeat and repeat trials, but not significantly between repeat and switch trials. In contrast, the strength of activation progressively increased from all-repeat to repeat to switch trials. Notably, their Figure 5 also shows that parietal sources were activated for both switch and repeat trials, whereas frontal sources were activated only for switch trials. These findings suggest that repeat and switch trials in a mixed-task block share some preparation processes, whereas other processes may be selectively activated for switch trials only.

In summary, different cue-locked ERP components are associated with cue processing, stimulus-set preparation and response-set preparation. The cue-locked positivity and slow frontal negativity provide direct measures of anticipatory control in relation to stimulus-set and response-set selection, respectively. These components are compatible with the conceptualization of advance preparation as a set of processes that may be activated for switch and/or repeat trials depending on task parameters and requirements and that may include both central as well as modality and/or task-specific components (Jennings and van der Molen, 2005). ERP components measure differences in relative activation of these processes and their contribution to performance outcomes.

LINKING FRONTO-PARIETAL NETWORKS TO PREPARATORY AND TARGET-DRIVEN CONTROL PROCESSES

Consistent with the pivotal role of a fronto-parietal network in goal-directed behavior (e.g., Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Braver and Rude, 2006), many fMRI studies applying the task-switching paradigm report activation in a distributed network encompassing dorsolateral and ventrolateral aspects of the prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, VLPFC), supplementary and pre-supplementary motor areas (SMA, pre-SMA), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and superior and inferior aspects of the posterior parietal cortex (PPC). However, there is large variability in the precise localization (see Figure 2A) and in the presence and strength of switch-related activations within this network (e.g., Wager et al., 2004), likely reflecting variability related to task parameters and strategy selection (see Figure 2B). In this section, we discuss fMRI studies that have addressed three questions regarding the role of the fronto-parietal network in task-switching.

Is there evidence for different networks supporting advance preparation and target-driven processes? Models of functional organization of the PFC argue that anterior and dorsal regions are involved in goal-directed control, whereas ventral regions are involved in target-driven control adjustments (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007). Studies that examine differences in the localization and strength of fMRI activation as a function of parametric modulation of the timing and opportunity for advance preparation have attempted to disentangle the contributions of preparatory and target-driven control processes (see Figure 2B caption). There is converging evidence that distinct areas of frontal and parietal cortex are differentially associated with preparatory and target-driven control during task-switching. Wylie et al. (2006) compared preparation-related activity in two tasks: one task was associated with highly effective preparation (i.e., as indicated by no residual switch cost after a long CTI) and the other with less effective preparation (i.e., as indicated by a significant residual cost). The highly prepared task showed switch-repeat activity differences during the preparation interval in DLPFC and in task-relevant regions, indicating that preparation served to “preactivate” task-relevant regions. In contrast, the less prepared task showed no switch-repeat activation difference in either frontal or task-relevant areas. ERP–fMRI correlations (Figure 3) showed that differential DLPFC activity for prepared vs. unprepared trials (averaged over switch and repeat) was associated with cue-locked ERP activity early in the preparation interval and before the emergence of switch-repeat activity differences in the superior PPC (sPPC) (Jamadar et al., 2010b). However, consistent with our earlier conclusion based on ERP data that preparation is not necessarily exclusive to switching, Sakai and Passingham (2006) found that larger frontopolar cortex (FPC) activity during task-specific preparation was associated with larger activity in task-selective regions after target onset and faster RT. The above findings are compatible with a FPC–DLPFC role in goal-directed activation during advance preparation, leading to activation of task-relevant neural areas and performance facilitation.

There is also emerging evidence that VLPFC and premotor (PM)/pre-SMA activation may be associated with target-driven control. Badre and Wagner (2006) showed that switch-repeat activity differences in VLPFC decreased with increasing preparation interval (i.e., VLPFC activity was larger on unprepared than prepared trials). Jamadar et al. (2010b) found greater VLPFC activity in non-informative than informative cue blocks. Given the VLPFC’s role in inhibition and/or interference control (e.g., Aron et al., 2004; Forstmann et al., 2008a), these findings are consistent with VLPFC activation providing target-driven interference control under unprepared conditions. PM/pre-SMA activity also shows variability associated with target-driven control.
Figure 2: Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies measure a blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) signal that is related to complex changes in blood flow, blood volume, and oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin (see Logothetis, 2002 for a review). fMRI has superior spatial resolution; thus, it provides important information on the neuroanatomy of cognitive processing. (A) Fronto-parietal activity in switch > repeat contrasts in cued task-switching studies, independent of CTI manipulation. Studies were included a) if they included at least one CTI condition that is considered long enough for advance preparation (i.e., CTI > 500ms) but not long enough to require maintenance of a prepared state, and b) if they reported Talairach or MNI coordinates for significant Swt-Rpt activity. Hotspots indicate the peak of activity in each cluster reported in each study. Peaks that fall between the presented slices are shown on the closest corresponding slice. It may be seen that while there is variation in the precise localization of switch > repeat activity, there is also a considerable degree of consistency, with DLPFC, VLPFC, PM, pre-SMA and sPPC showing consistent activation. (B) fMRI studies addressing the concept of advance preparation face the challenge of how to disentangle two or more temporally overlapping BOLD responses, i.e., one or more responses that are associated with preparatory activity and one or more responses associated with target-related activity. Although no technique offers a complete solution to this challenge, a number of different approaches have been used in the task-switching literature: a) Early studies used a constant long CTI (e.g., 8s, Kimberg, Aguirre & D’Esposito, 2000) to unambiguously link BOLD activity to cue- and target-related periods. For task switching paradigms, such long intervals might be problematic as the preparatory processes of interest might be masked by other intervening processes that are not under experimental control, such as maintenance and decay of preparatory state (e.g., Rogers & Monsell, 1995; Jennings & van der Molen, 2005b). Many studies use a partial trials design, where cue presence and target presence are orthogonally manipulated to precisely disentangle preparation- and target-related activity in cue-only trials (see Ruge, Goschke, & Braver, 2009b). However, target omission can potentially elicit no-go responses (Jamadar et al., 2010a) introducing an unintended manipulation; c) A third approach varies the CTI and extracts BOLD responses associated with cue-related, delay-related, and target-related neural activity by introducing a separate model regressor that is coupled to the length of the CTI (e.g., Bunge, Kahn, Wallis, Miller & Wagner, 2003). To obtain robust estimates, the CTI is typically varied across a relatively wide range (e.g., 4-12 s), which as mentioned above is problematic in task-switching paradigms; d) Purely experimental approaches such as multivariate pattern classification (e.g., Bode & Haynes, 2009) has been used to identify brain regions that appear to express spatial activation patterns specific to certain information that is available during selective time periods during the trial. These new approaches need to be further explored.
Event-related brain potentials (ERP) are extracted from the electroencephalogram (EEG) through a process of signal averaging and filtering. ERPs represent time-varying scalp fields that result from summation of post-synaptic electromagnetic activity generated by neuronal populations in different parts of the brain (Otten & Rugg, 2005). While the location of neuronal generators of ERP activity cannot be directly inferred from scalp recorded activity (Rugg & Coles, 1995), ERPs have excellent temporal resolution providing millisecond accuracy in differentiation between different conditions. Jamadar et al. (2010b) recorded ERP and fMRI using identical paradigms and the same participants on separate occasions. In this cued-trials paradigm (see Figure 1), prepared and unprepared trials were randomly presented with CTI-700ms. Prepared trials included an informative task cue followed by a bivalent target. Unprepared trials included a non-informative cue followed by an informative bivalent target. A third condition was included on which an informative cue was followed by a target that was not mapped to any response and is discussed in Jamadar et al. (2010b). RT and RT switch cost were larger on prepared than unprepared trials. (B) Cue-locked ERP waveforms showed an early parietal positivity for prepared vs. unprepared trials, followed by a later parietal positivity for prepared switch vs. prepared repeat trials. Difference waveforms highlight the early positivity for both informative cues and the later positivity for switch cues only. The relationships between ERP and fMRI outcomes (see D) were used to constrain seeded dipole models for ERP source analysis. This approach can identify potential generators of the ERP effect of interest and is the most common approach to multimodal integration (Dale & Halgren, 2001). In this study, seeded dipole analysis revealed that the DLPFC and posterior cingulate were plausible generators of the early positivity for informative cues and the sPPC was a plausible generator for the later positivity for informative switch cues. (D and E) RT-fMRI and ERP-fMRI correlations. RT-fMRI correlations were used to examine neural activity directly related to the preparation and execution of a response. ERP-fMRI correlations allowed the temporal information inherent in the ERP measure to generate hypotheses about the timing of the processes reflected in fMRI activity. For example, these correlations show that DLPFC activation (see D1) is associated with activity occurring earlier in the CTI than sPPC activation (see E1 and E2). This type of distinction would be difficult to achieve using a traditional fMRI approach. Note that ERP-fMRI correlations provide quantitatively different information to a traditional fMRI contrast and can result in different regions of significant activation to more traditional fMRI contrasts. This is because individual variability in the BOLD signal is included in the error variance component of traditional fMRI contrasts whereas correlational analyses reveal important dimensions in BOLD signal variability that are related to inter-subject variation in RT and ERPs. Thus, correlational analyses can be used to infer, albeit indirectly, a relationship between specific cortical regions and sub-processes of the task, but it will only detect processes that show substantial individual differences between subjects (see also Forstmann et al., 2008a,b). On the other hand, regions of activation that are evident in the contrast analyses but are absent from the correlational analyses may reflect either effects that have minimal individual variation or sub-processes of the task that are unrelated to the specific RT and ERP measures that are chosen to correlate. Thus correlations between RT, ERP and fMRI represent an opportunity to examine individual variability in fMRI contrasts and a method for using the temporal information in the ERP signal to examine the temporal dynamics of the fMRI data.
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switch-related preparatory BOLD activation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Switch-related preparatory BOLD activation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy Feedback (correct/incorrect)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect Feedback (moving square)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 4 From Ruge et al. (in press). (A) In this cued-trials paradigm, participants (n = 18) performed two blocked task-switching conditions involving either “accuracy feedback” or “effect feedback” after responding. On each trial, the currently relevant task was indicated by a centrally displayed task cue (“H” for horizontal discrimination and “V” for vertical discrimination). (B) Two types of preparatory BOLD activations were identified, associated either with “intentional preparatory control” processes (stronger switch-related activation in the effect-feedback condition than in the accuracy feedback condition) colored in red/yellow or with “attentional preparatory control” processes (similar switch-related activation for both feedback types) colored in blue/pink.

processes. Switch-related PM/pre-SMA activity was found in unprepared (short CTI) but not prepared (long CTI) trials (e.g., Brass and von Cramon, 2004; Ruge et al., 2005). Although this effect lacks regional specialization (i.e., it is also evident at other fronto-parietal regions e.g., Ruge et al., 2005), it is consistent with the finding that individual variability in residual RT switch cost was positively correlated with switch-related activation selectively in PM (Jamadar et al., 2010b). So, participants who did not effectively prepare showed larger switch-related activation in PM. Interestingly, Slagter et al. (2006) found that reducing trial type probability for either switch or repeat trials also resulted in greater PM/pre-SMA activity for the corresponding trial type, suggesting that less practiced and/or less expected trial types show greater activation in PM regions. Together these results suggest that unprepared or inefficiently prepared trials, which require greater target-driven control to reduce interference in stimulus processing and response selection, are associated with greater activation in VLPFC and PM/pre-SMA than prepared trials. This effect is not necessarily specific to switch trials; rather it may be related to task parameters that increase the difficulty of the trial, regardless of its type, as these more difficult trials can benefit from advance preparation, or in its absence, require greater target-driven control. Alternatively, the finding that cues indicating the infrequent task yield higher activation in these areas could reflect an increase in the amount of evidence required for a response (the “response threshold”) for these less practiced and expected trial types. However, using a different experimental approach to differentiate preparatory and target-driven activations, Ruge et al. (2009a) question such a strong separation of domain-independent control (as measured by cue-related activation) and concrete task implementation (as measured by target-related activation). Specifically, the same posterior prefrontal and parietal areas that were engaged by task cues (irrespective of switch or repeat) were reactivated by the subsequent target and these same areas exhibited preparatory activation when the target stimulus was presented in advance of the cue.

Is there evidence for switch-specific activation in the fronto-parietal network? Many of the above studies also show switch-related activation in PPC, but this region is affected by different task parameters than PFC. For example, Badre and Wagner (2006) reported dissociation between switch–related activation in frontal and parietal regions. Increased preparation was associated with reduced switch-repeat activation in mid-VLPC but increased activation in inferior PPC (iPPC). Moreover, mid-VLPFC and iPPC activation were mapped onto different computational model parameters related to control of stimulus and response conflict, respectively. These findings suggest a compensatory balance between preparatory and target-driven control adjustments, such that greater switch-related preparatory control at the long CTIs (indexed by greater iPPC activity) may result in less interference control being required when the target appears (indexed by reduced VLPFC activity).

The variation in parietal switch-related activation with CTI found by Badre and Wagner (2006) is consistent with switch-repeat activation differences in parietal cortex during preparation. Jamadar et al. (2010b) found switch-repeat activation differences in the sPPC for prepared trials but not for unprepared trials. Braver et al. (2003) found that the strength of sPPC activation varied with the size of the RT switch cost, so that greater activity in this region was associated with a smaller residual RT switch cost (i.e., more effective preparation to switch). This is consistent with stronger switch-repeat activation in the sPPC during preparation resulting in stronger preparatory adjustment processes. If sPPC activation instead reflected target-driven adjustments, it should have been
associated with larger residual switch cost (i.e., less effective preparation). Consistent with this interpretation, Wylie et al. (2006) found switch-repeat activation in sPPC for a fully-prepared task but not for a less prepared task. However, other studies report the exact opposite pattern, that is, stronger switch-repeat activation in sPPC for unprepared trials as compared to prepared trials (i.e., Brass and von Cramon, 2004; Ruge et al., 2005). The significant positive correlation of switch-repeat activation with the amplitude of the cue-locked switch positivity, but not with stimulus-locked ERP components, provides more direct support for a specific role of the sPPC in preparatory but not in target-driven control processes (Jamadar et al., 2010b; Figure 3).

There is evidence that preparatory switch-repeat sPPC activity occurs independently of the specific parameters of the two tasks being switched. Preparatory switch-repeat sPPC activation differences were found when shifting between either target spatial location or task rules (Slagter et al., 2006; Chiu and Yantis, 2009), and regardless of whether preparation involves only stimulus-set features or also incorporates response-set features (Ruge et al., in press). In the latter study, more posterior sections within PFC and PPC were related to stimulus-set preparation whereas more anterior sections of these areas were related to response-set preparation (Figure 4). However, the strength of PPC activation seems to be affected by the number of possible response choices and the number of task-sets. Forstmann et al. (2006) reported greater PPC activation for trials that afforded a choice among two or more tasks compared to trials that prescribed a specific task. Ruge et al. (2009a) found that preparatory activation in PPC was larger when a bivalent target was presented before the cue, possibly because the target activated both task-sets.

This selective review of fMRI findings leads to a set of tentative conclusions about the role of the fronto-parietal network in task-switching. Preparatory and target-driven control processes associated with switching or repeating task-sets in cued-trials paradigms may be subserved by partly distinct PFC and PPC activity. In PFC, dorsal and anterior regions may subserve preparatory processes involved in goal-directed activation of task-specific areas, whereas more ventral and PM regions may subserve target-driven processes related to interference control and activation/implementation of unprepared task-sets. This pattern is consistent with models of functional organization in the PFC (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Koechlin and Summerfield, 2007). PPC activation under prepared task conditions may be related to advance preparation of attentional focus to relevant task rules, so that greater S–R activation in PPC is associated with reduced residual RT switch cost and larger cue-locked switch positivity.

Is there evidence for preparatory activity beyond fronto-parietal networks? Although most task-switching studies have focused on activation patterns in fronto-parietal networks, there is also increasing evidence for the role of the basal ganglia in preparatory processes. In concert with the cortex, the basal ganglia play a crucial role in controlling strategic motor behavior (Bogacz et al., 2010). However, few task-switching studies report activation within the basal ganglia. One possible key to explaining this puzzle is that neuroimaging studies have often focused on identifying regions that exhibit a greater transient increase of activity on switch trials following cue (or target) onset. This approach may overlook regions that exert sustained influences on flexibility (cf. Braver et al., 2003; Leber et al., 2009). Moreover, it is possible that brain areas can contribute to satisfying the need for flexibility while remaining insensitive to trial-by-trial variability in task demands. A recent fMRI study by Leber et al. (2009) provides evidence that activation in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and putamen, among other cortical brain areas, predicted the behavioral switch costs of the upcoming trial without showing a significant difference between switch and repeat trials. This finding provides a compelling and parsimonious explanation for why the basal ganglia have not been prominent in previous neuroimaging studies. Moreover, the results show the predictive nature of brain activations for upcoming behavior (see also Bode and Haynes, 2009). Clearly, however, further work is necessary to understand how cortical and subcortical areas interact in providing flexible control of behavior.

In this section, we have focused largely on studies that do show differential BOLD activation for switch vs. repeat trials. However, it is important to note that many studies that report general trial-related or even preparation-related activation in prefrontal and parietal areas, do not find significant activation differences between switch and repeat trials (e.g., Luks et al., 2002; Brass and von Cramon, 2004; Forstmann et al., 2005; Ruge et al., 2005). A detailed analysis of methodological differences between studies that do and those that do not show switch-related activation is outside the scope of this focused review (see Figure 2B caption). In any case, the fact that many studies do show such an effect points to the relevance of additional modulatory variables that determine the strength of preparatory switch-repeat BOLD activation, and thus, might inspire more systematic research on this issue. One possible clue to explaining the lack of consistency of this finding may relate to individual differences in task-switching strategy (see Figure 3).

Importantly, the striking discrepancy between highly consistent preparatory switch-repeat activation in ERP studies and the rather heterogeneous picture emerging from fMRI studies calls for more systematic future studies directly comparing ERP and fMRI results based on exactly the same experimental procedure (see Jamadar et al., 2010b; see Analyses of Behavior–Brain and Brain–Brain Linkages). Such multi-disciplinary studies can help capitalize on inter-individual and intra-individual variability across different measures to constrain the interpretation of processes reflected in ERP and fMRI indices of preparatory activation. We discuss some recent studies that use such an approach in the following section.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Our focused review highlights some key findings from ERP and fMRI methodologies about the timeline and localization of preparation processes. It also reveals significant gaps in knowledge about the nature of these processes. In the opening section, we argued that conventional behavioral measures (i.e., mean RTs and error rates) cannot provide direct measures of the multiple component processes contributing to advance preparation and task-set implementation. Recent behavioral studies have applied computational model analyses to derive model parameters that characterize underlying components of task-switching performance (e.g., Logan and Schneider, 2006; Barceló et al., 2008; Meiran et al., 2008). Although such studies have addressed some of the same questions as neuroscientific studies, the aim of this review is...
to examine what neuroscientific methodologies have added to our understanding of advance preparation processes and associated neural networks. Brain activation studies offer more direct measures of processes operating at different time points or in distinct brain areas. However, these measures are typically derived based on two implicit assumptions. One assumption is that automatic and strategic processes activated during advance preparation do not vary on a trial-by-trial basis. Hence, the same cognitive processes are assumed to be activated throughout the entire block of trials and to be represented in average ERP waveforms or average BOLD activations. The second assumption is that there is little or no variability in the relative reliance on automatic vs. strategic processes or the choice of specific strategic processes between individuals. Both assumptions are also implicit in the use of conventional behavioral measures that average over trials and individuals. We argue that both assumptions are likely wrong, as task-switching studies show considerable inter-trial and inter-individual variability in behavioral performance, as well as in ERP components and BOLD activation associated with advance preparation. Hence, in this section, we discuss two recent approaches that attempt to arrive at meaningful insights regarding how advance preparation is accomplished, by embracing rather than ignoring this variability.

ANALYSES OF BEHAVIOR–BRAIN AND BRAIN–BRAIN LINKAGES

What can the relationship between performance and neuroscientific measures tell us about the functional and structural organization of advance preparation? One approach capitalizes on variability across behavioral and brain imaging measures – it focuses on identifying underlying processes by examining relationships between behavioral, ERP and fMRI analyses. This approach has been helpful in explicating the functional significance of neuroscientific measures by linking variability in performance and brain activation measures. It has also been useful in addressing two questions that are relevant to theoretical formulations in the task-switching literature. First, is preparation to switch task an all-or-none process (De Jong, 2000) or can preparation vary in efficiency across trials? Second, is there any evidence for preparation processes that are elicited only on switch trials? Specifically, this approach seeks to establish brain-behavior (e.g., relationships between ERP components and behavior or fMRI activations and behavior) and brain-brain linkages (e.g., relationships between ERP components and fMRI activations) that quantitatively integrate these different measures.

In the ERP literature, these linkages have targeted both inter-individual variability, by correlating the amplitude or latency of ERP components with behavioral measures (e.g., Karayanidis et al., 2009) and intra-individual variability, by averaging ERP trials equated for RT (e.g., Goffaux et al., 2006) or partitioning the ERP data into fast and slow RT trials (e.g., Lavric et al., 2008). The latter approaches capitalize on evidence that, in long CTI conditions, RT switch cost varies across the RT distribution (De Jong, 2000), so that fast trials show little or no switch cost (i.e., efficient preparation), whereas slow trials show a large switch cost, (i.e., absent or less efficient preparation). If this is related to variability in the strength of activation of strategic preparation processes on a trial-by-trial basis, ERP components associated with advance preparation should be elicited on fast RT (prepared) but not slow RT (unprepared) trials. In support of this prediction, Lavric et al. (2008) reported that a larger late frontal negativity for switch trials was associated with better preparation. Furthermore, the parietal switch positivity was present on fast trials only (i.e., when preparation was more effective). Goffaux et al. (2006) showed that differences in posterior cue-locked ERPs remain on trials equated for RT, indicating that these ERPs likely reflect differences in preparation for the upcoming trial, rather than generalized speed differences.

The presence of a parietal switch positivity for prepared but not unprepared trials (Lavric et al., 2008) is consistent with an all-or-none preparation processes. However, this partitioning method does not allow fine-grained examination of variation in cue-locked ERPs across the entire RT distribution, Karayanidis et al. (in press) used orthogonal polynomial regression analysis (Woestenburg et al., 1983) to extract single-trial cue-locked ERPs for each RT percentile. The amplitude of the posterior cue-locked positivity varied with RT percentile for switch but not repeat trials, showing that a larger positivity was associated with faster switch RTs. Notably, even the slowest switch trials had a larger cue-locked positivity than the fastest repeat trials, suggesting that all switch trials were associated with more strategic preparation than repeat trials (see also Goffaux et al., 2006). The amplitude of the later fronto-central pre-target negativity also varied with RT, being larger for fast than slow RT trials. However, although the switch vs. repeat difference in cue-locked posterior positivity remained when controlling for RT, the difference in pre-target negativity was eliminated for trials with the same RT. These findings support a functional dissociation between the posterior positivity and fronto-central pre-target negativity. The former varies as a function of trial-by-trial variation in advance preparation on switch trials, consistent with stimulus-set shifting (Mueller et al., 2007, 2009; Astle et al., 2008). The latter varies as a function of more general preparation on both switch and repeat trials, consistent with anticipatory attention and response preparedness (e.g., Brunia, 1999).

Links between behavioral measures and strength of fMRI activity were reviewed in Section “Linking Fronto-Parietal Networks to Preparatory and Target-Driven Control Processes.” Examination of brain-brain relationships by integrating ERP and fMRI data can provide information about cognitive processing that cannot be obtained using either method alone (Dale and Halgren, 2001). One approach has been to use areas of fMRI activation as potential generator sources in ERP dipole modeling (Swainson et al., 2003; Brass et al., 2005). An alternative approach is to examine variation in the strength of fMRI activation as a function of variation in ERP components that are associated with temporally and functionally distinct processes (e.g., Horovitz et al., 2002; Jamadar et al., 2010b). This approach capitalizes on the temporal information provided by ERPs to constrain the interpretation of fMRI activations. Jamadar et al. (2010b; see Figure 3) used this approach to examine whether fMRI switch-repeat activation differences are associated with inter-individual variability in cue-locked or target-locked ERP components. Significant correlations were found between early and late preparatory components and localized switch-repeat activations. For example, there was a significant correlation between the switch-repeat contrast strength in sPPC and late cue-locked switch
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1Note that this pre-target negativity is more clearly evident when using linked ears or linked mastoids reference. Its relationship to the slow frontal negativity seen with common average reference remains to be determined.
positivity, in the absence of significant correlations between this contrast and other ERP components. While these ERP–fMRI correlations do not necessarily indicate that the location of the fMRI activity is the source of the switch positivity, they strongly suggest that activation in sPPC is associated with cue-locked preparation processes represented in the late switch positivity (Figure 3).

In summary, studies examining linkages among brain and behavioral measures provide strong evidence in favor of a multi-component structure of advance preparation. The considerable variability in behavioral and neuroscientific measures of advance preparation, both across different participants and across trials for the same participant, strongly supports a graded rather than an all-or-none process. The finding that the relationship between behavioral and ERP variability held only for switch trials on some ERP components, but occurred for both trial types on other components, provides some support for the existence of both switch-specific and general preparation processes, at least in typical cued-trials paradigms.

MODEL-BASED ANALYSES OF BEHAVIOR-BRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

How do neuroscientific measures map onto decision-related psychological variables? The “model-based” approach accounts for the time course of, and individual differences in, preparatory processes by fitting quantitative mathematical models of latent psychological processes. This approach offers a more fine-grained analysis of behavior by providing model parameters that map onto latent processes contributing to the behavioral outcome. The association between model parameters that characterize the decision-process and neuroscientific measures provides evidence as to the functional and psychological relevance of the latter. This approach has been used in fMRI regression analysis to improve localization (e.g., Forstmann et al., 2008a,b, 2010) and in ERP regression analyses to provide converging evidence about the function of ERP components.

Intensive study of rapid choice in the single-task context using behavioral measures has led to a consensus that, after an initial stimulus encoding stage, a decision is made by accumulating evidence for each choice (see, e.g., Brown and Heathcote, 2008; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008). Such models divide RT into two components: the time taken to select a response and the time taken for non-decision processes, such as stimulus encoding and response execution. Response selection depends on latent variables quantifying the rate of evidence accumulation and the threshold amount of evidence required to make a decision. Response choice corresponds to the first evidence total to exceed a threshold and choice RT to the time taken to accumulate that total. Equations for such models can be used to transform individual trial accuracy and RT data into estimates of model parameters, which in turn can be mapped onto both automatic (i.e., rate of evidence accumulation) and strategic (i.e., decision threshold) latent psychological processes for each participant. As these model parameters characterize fluctuations in the decision process and quantify individual differences (e.g., relative preference for accurate vs. speeded responding), they provide a quantitative characterization of both intra- and inter-individual variability in performance.

Recently, these models have also been applied in the neuroscience domain to characterize the neural basis of decision making (see Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Bogacz et al., 2010). Forstmann et al. (2008b, 2010) applied this type of model-based approach in an fMRI context, showing that regressions using individual-participant model parameters enabled a clearer localization of areas involved in strategic (threshold setting) processes. In task-switching, Badre and Wagner (2006) introduced the control of associative memory during task-switching (CAM-TS) model, which was evaluated based on behavioral data. As has been done with evidence accumulation models, quantitative model parameters reflecting proactive interference were then directly related to switch-related brain activation. This approach showed that increased preparation was associated with reduced switch-repeat activation in mid-VLPFC but increased activation in iPPC (see also “Linking Fronto-Parietal Networks to Preparatory and Target-Driven Control Processes”).

In the task-switching literature, performance costs associated with advance preparation and target-driven decision processes have been mapped onto different parameters of evidence accumulation models (Logan and Schneider, 2006; Karayanidis et al., 2009). This approach addresses one of the key weaknesses of behavioral data, by enabling a model-based decomposition of the time line and types of processes subserving overt responding. For example, non-decision time can provide a measure of how much cue-dependent preparation has occurred in the cue-to-target interval, with increased non-decision time indicating a greater delay in the initiation of the decision processes once the target appears, because preparation remains to be completed.

Consistent with this idea, Karayanidis et al. (2009, see Figure 5) found that, for fits of the EZ evidence accumulation model (Wagenmakers et al., 2007; Grasman et al., 2009), non-decision time varied as a function of the amount of information afforded by the cue. Specifically, non-decision time was smallest for both switch-to and repeat cues that provided certainty about the identity of an upcoming task, increased for switch-away cues that provided certainty about a change in task but not the identity of the relevant task, and, to a greater degree, for non-informative cues that were followed by a task switch. Karayanidis et al. (2009) also found that cues predicting a certain task switch (i.e., switch-away and switch-to) resulted in a higher response threshold than cues predicting that task repetition was certain (i.e., repeat cues) or equiprobable (i.e., non-informative cues). The higher response threshold partially counteracted the tendency to make more errors on switch trials (by requiring the decision to be based on more evidence). Given that all four cue types were randomly presented, this suggests that participants engaged in cue-dependent trial-by-trial adjustment of response thresholds in order to balance demands for both fast and accurate responding. Higher thresholds also resulted in longer decision time; an effect that masked the shorter non-decision time for switch-away cues and resulted in a null difference in mean RT for switch-away trials relative to non-informative switch trials (i.e., non-informative cues that led to a switch trial). The latter had a shorter decision time due to a reduced response threshold. This null difference illustrates the insensitivity of the conventional mean RT measures to underlying process differences. In contrast, the model-based analysis integrates all aspects of choice behavior (e.g., error rates, RT variability and the speed of the fastest RTs, as well as mean RT), enabling greater sensitivity to tradeoffs in underlying processes.

Karayanidis et al. (2009) looked at the relationship between individual variability in model parameters that theoretically can be set before target onset and variability in ERP components associated with advance preparation. In particular, the amplitude of the early
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**CONCLUSION**

In the present paper, we reviewed recent empirical evidence from the neurosciences on preparatory processes in task-switching. We showed that ERP and fMRI methodologies provide a window into when preparatory processes occur and where they take place in the human brain. In particular, different cue-locked ERP components, such as the cue-locked positivity and slow frontal negativity, provide direct measures of anticipatory control in relation to stimulus and response selection, respectively. fMRI studies have shown that areas within the fronto-parietal network implement both preparatory and target-driven control processes. In general, both methodologies are compatible with the conceptualization of advance preparation as a set of processes that are differentially activated for switch and/or repeat trials dependent on individual variability, task parameters, and requirements. However, marked variability in these findings suggests that an important goal for future studies will be to account for inter-individual and intra-individual variations on advance preparation. To this end, we discussed recent studies that
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**FIGURE 5** From Karayanidis et al. (2009). (A) Participants (n = 24) used location based task cues to shift between three tasks. Cues could (a) validly predict a task repeat trial (repeat cues), (b) validly predict a shift away from the recently completed task-set and specify the upcoming task (switch-to), (c) validly predict a shift away from the recently completed task-set but leave task identity to target location (switch-away), or (d) be equally likely to be followed by a repeat or switch trial (e.g., non-informative cues leading to either a switch or repeat trial). (B) Switch-away cues resulted in more accurate but not faster responding than non-informative switch cues. Modeling of decision processes showed that this reflected differences in response criterion adjustment. Specifically, both cues that predicted a switch with certainty produced a higher response criterion than cues that predicted a certain (repeat) or likely (non-informative repeat or switch) repeat trial. This indicates trial-by-trial adjustment of response criterion depending on whether the cue provided certainty about an upcoming switch trial. These models also produce a non-decision time parameter that represents processes not directly related to the decision, such as stimulus processing and response execution. In task-switching paradigms, non-decision time is also affected by whether advance preparation has been effectively completed before target onset (see Karayanidis et al., 2009). In contrast to response criterion, non-decision time reduced progressively from non-informative switch to switch-away to switch-to trials, but did not differ between the latter and repeat trials. Hence, cues providing certainty of an upcoming shift away from the current task-set elicited some advance preparation, even when they did not define the new task-set. Interestingly, the decision time advantage of non-informative switch over switch-away trials (resulting from lower response criterion for the former) masked the non-decision time advantage of switch-away over non-informative switch trials (resulting from partial preparation), resulting in no net difference in mean RT. (C) Both switch-to and switch-away cues elicited an early cue-locked positivity that was not seen with either repeat or non-informative cues. (D) The amplitude of early cue-locked positivity was negatively correlated with RT, non-decision time and criterion for switch-to trials and with RT and non-decision time for switch-away trials.
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Madden et al. (2009) used a similar approach correlating diffusion tensor imaging measures such as fractional anisotropy as an index of white matter integrity in young and old adults and evidence accumulation model parameters in a task-switching paradigm.
have attempted to use variability in behavioral performance and evidence accumulation models of decision processes to leverage the strengths of neuroscience methodologies. This approach may open the way for an integrated understanding of the “when,” “where,” and “how” of advance preparation in task-switching.
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